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ABSTRACT 

This study"examines the extent and sources of disparity and 
differential treatment in Georgia's Superior Courts from 1976 
through June'~1982. BuildiSg on earlier studies, it asks three 
central questions., First, l,,~at eff.ects do case attributes, both 
social background' and legally relevant, have on sentencing 

,outcomes? Second,' to what extent a~~ sentencing decisions 
affecte~ by dimensions of the cQ~rt and county where the, offender 
is sentE!nced? Third, ~o what eitent·do these court and county 

o contextsJdetermine the relevance·ofcase attributes, that is, 
determine the magnitude and. direction of disparate and 

,differential tr~atment? a 

Analysis fO.cused on five sentencing decisions: (1) type of 
sentence, w~~ther probation or prison; (2) length of probation; 
(3) total s~ntence length (probation and prison) for offenders 
receiving split sentenc~~; (4) the p):"oportion of the split 
sentence for which imprisonm~n,t was mandated; and (5) length of 
pr~son terms. for offenders receiving only i:ncar.::eration. Case. 
court. and county variables, derived from a variety of sources, 
were used to predi.::t these decisions. Case attributes were based 

" on a sample 0; over 18,000 convicted felons, drawn from file~ of 
the Department of Offender Rehabilitation, the Fulton County 
Superior Court t and the DeKalb County Distr.ict Attorney. Court 
data were obtained from the annual repor,ts of the Administrative 
Of;ficeof the Courts. the State Crime Commission, and the Georgia 
Official and StC!"tistical Register.. County variables were;' drawn' 
from Census materials, Uniforni Crime Reports, and the. Georgia 
Department of State. We also, content-analyzed newspapers in 
selected circuits and interviewed judges, distr.ict attorneys, and 
other criminal justice authorities in 11 of the state's 42 
circuits. 

Information gleaned from site -visits directed sta'tistical 
analyses and provided interpretations for some findings. 
Statistical analyses constituted the heartuof the study. however. 
Depending on the dependent variable, weighted or ordinary least 
squares regression procedures ,were used. "Corrections for 
selection bias in truncated samples (e.g., probationers) entailed 
a two-stage estimation l?roced~:re described by Berk and Ray 
(1982) • .., ) r 

d) Analysis produced a numbe'tpf important findings. We found 
th~t ,while legally relevant factors more strongly and 
consis~ently affect sentences than do social background factors, 
the magnitude and d:Lrection of their effect,!> depend on 
characteristics of the sentencing court and the surrounding 
community_ S~milarly'~ the nature of differential treatment based 
on social backgrqund (e.g., race) depends on selected feat"Ures of 
the court and codnty. In general, no one group of offenders is 
consistently treated more harshly or more l-eniently. Thus" court 
and county characteristics ~ffect sentence~ both directly and 
indirectly, by determining the way judges use information about 
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the offender and his offense during sentencing. 

The theoretical expectations that guided our choice of 
variables met with limited support. Court bureaucratization does 

"not consistently reduce differential treatment. Indee?, it 
"intensifies harsher treatment or both socially advantaged and " 
disadvantaged offenders. Similarities between the jud~e and the " 
offender are either irrelevant or do not generate the expected 
,lenience. Contrary to conventional wisdom and some research 
literature, judges from local" or rural backgrounds do not appear 
more particularistic than those from more cosmopolitan or urban 
backgrounds. ' Similarly, professional activism does not generate 
more even-handed treatment of offenders. Established judges are 
more lenient than their electorally vulnerable counterparts, but 
this is the case only for s~e sentencing decisions. Finally, 
judges who are locally involved 'are not invariably more punitive 
toward threatening or dangerous offenders than are th~ir 
counterparts. 

When considering dimensions dfthe county, wefopnd that, as 
was the case,for bureaucratization, urbanization tends to 

'exacerbate differential treatment of,hoth soci{1lly advantaged and 
disadvantaged offenders. Ec~nomic inequality also intensifies 
differential treatment. It too places" no single group at a 
consistent advantage or disadvantage. Sentences are not 
consistently more severe in politically conservative or 
crime-ridden counties. However, more threatening offenders are 
a,:f a partj.cular disadvantag~ if sentenced In counties 
experiencing serious crime problems. Finally, sentences tend to 
be more punitive where press coverage of crime is extensive, 
prominent, or focuses on local crime. In ,~ontrast, they tend to 
be more lenient where the press focuses on violent crime. In 
neither instance did we find evidence that press coverage 
consistently intensifies harsher treatment of more dangerous 
offenders. 

These results have implications for research, theory, and 
sentencing policy. Our efforts to control for sample selection 
bias and our contextualization of sentencing decisions raise 
questions about the accuracy of prior research. They illustrate 
as well the ,importance of developing alternative strategies to 
investigate issues of discrimination and disparity. Our results 
demonstrate the cOT;llplexity of sentencing. As a result, they 
underscore the poverty" of theories that focus on single 
determinants, whether of sentences or of discrimina,tion during 
sentencing. The policy relevanceG:bf our findings derives from 
the light .they shed on interna~\ incoItsistencie~. within," the 
substantive criminal 'law, the symbolic dimensions of political 
behaVior, recent attempts to limit judicial discretion, and 
appellate court decisions about systemic discrimination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

,The decision to punish criminal offenders is an issue of considerable 

(- importance to law, criminal justice, and society. Contemporary concern 

with sentencing practices and purpd'ses centers on the extent of disparity 

and discriminatory treatment. l In this study, we are concerned with 

determining the extent and identifying the sources of disparity and 

differential treatment in the State of Georgia between 1976, and 1982. We 

base our research on the premise that the decentralized character of our 

criminal justice systems makes SOme disparity inevitable. Variation in 
() [; 

sentencing may simply reflect, then, differences in cases, courts. and. 

communities. Thus, this study embeds sentencing decisions in their larger 

social contexts. It thereby seeks to provide a solid empirical i:oundation_ 

for both the development of adequate theories of criminal punishment and 

the reform of existing poliCies and practices. 

PREVIOUS LITERATURE ON SENTENCING 

Our effort to contextualize sentencing builds on and extends previous 

research. Early empirical work focused almost exclusively on offender 

attributes, satisfying "itself with observing in various ways bivariate 

relationships between. attributes like race and sentencing outcomes" (Hagan 

and Bumiller, 1983). Limited by narrow jurisdictional foci and 

methodological defects (Hinde1ang, 1965; Hagan, 1974), this research 

of:tered no conclusive evidence about the extent of differential treatment 

based on social background characteristics (e.g., sex, age, race, 

socioeconomic status). 

Recent work, conducted. with greater methodological and conceptual 

sophistication, sheds more light on the issues of disparity and 

clifferentialt:teatment. For example, it suggests that race may affect 
'Q 

Jl~, 
~ 
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some, but not all. aspects of the sentencing decision (Spohnet a1. J 

1981-82) • Further, race may be conf.oundedwith other factors such as 
,,> 

victim characteristics (Radelet. 1981), aggravating circumstances of the 

'case (Kleck, 1981). or legally relevant variables (Petersilia, 1983). 

Indeed, conceptions of race and. by ext~nsion,its effects on sentencing 

may change overtime (Peterson and Hagan. 19'84). 

In recognizing the complexity of the s'entencl.ng process. researchers 

have begun to expand their focus beyond the offender to consider the court 

and s~rrounding community. Initially, researchers (e.g.,'Hogarth, 1971) 

focuscaci on sentencing judges, particularly,their background, toles, and 

"-
attitudes. Later analysts (e.g •• Eisenstein and Jacob, 1977) exam~ped 

workgroup dynamics and court organization. In general, these studies have 

shown the value of conceptualizing courts in bureaucratic and 

organizational terms. More concretely, they have shown that sentend.ng 

decisions are affected, often strongly. by previous organizational 
," 

decisions andd:~utcomes [e.g., plea (Uhlman and Walker, 1979), type of 
'" 

counsel and bail status (e. g., Lieberman et a1., 1972), presentence 

recommendations (e.g., Myers, 1979; Talarico, 1979), and other pretrial 

decisions (Bernstein et al,.. 1977)]. 

Finally, researchers have begun to extend their contextual focus to 

include the community in which the court functions. While some work has 

isolated a sing+e community dimension such as, urbanization (e.g., Hagan, 

1977; Austin, 1981), other qualitative research has provided descriptions 

of a limited number of jurisdictions (e.g., Ragona,and RYan. 1983). 

THE PRESENT STUDY 

Our study ext~nds previous research on sentencing by seeking answers 

to three major questions. First, what effect do case attributes, both 
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socialb~ackground and legally relevant, have on sentencing outcomes in 

,Geo,rgia? Second, to \ihat extent are sentencing decisions affected by 

dimensions of the court and the c'ounty where the offender is sentenced? 
<) 

" Thira, to what extent do these court and county contexts determine the 

relevance of case attributes, that is. the magnitude and direction of 

disparity and differential treatment? 

For several reasons, Georgia a particularly fruitful subject for a 

state-wide study of felony sentencing. First, .there':is considerable 

variation in the sentences imposed, both within and across crimeQ 

categories. Second, Georgia maintains an indefinite sentencing structure 

'6 

that permits significant judicial discretion. Although judges must impose 

a specific sentence within a legislatively determined r,ange, minimum and 

maximum terms are broadly defined~. ",Furthermore, judges may impose 

probation ~,s an alternative to prison. 

Third. the criminal code endorses several sanction philosophies, both 

explicitly (for deterrence and restitution) and implicitly (for 

rehabilitation and 'retribution) • For example, treatment-based sentencing 

alternatives (e.g., Youthful Offender Act), the ~eneral indefinite 

sentencing structure, a~dthe institutions of parole, proba.tion, and 

juvenile justice implicitly address rehabilitative concerns. On the other 

hand, mandatory minimums for armed robbery, habitualburglary,and some 

The drug offenses were passed with deterrence and retribution in mind. 

~bsence oJ legislatively d~termined cons~nsus in sanction philosophy d" 

intensifies judicial discretion. It thus enhances opporturlities for case, 

court, and community <contexts to affeCt sentencing. 

Foti1:-th, there are forty-two judicial circuits in the Stat,e. They 

. respect county boundaries, and encompass l'betweenone and eight of Georgia's' 

o 
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159 counties. 
(j,v 

The counties themselves vary markedly in demographic, 

political, economic, and social composition. Moreover, they aria 

" ' consequential political entities during prosecution. Judicial circuits 
\.'":) v f/ 

have no centralized couthouses. Rather,' judges preside in the county where 

the offen4er allegedlY-committed the'offense. 

Finally, Georgia reportedly has a harsh criminal justice system 

(Pollock, 1983), with high rates of incarceration, a disproportionate 

number of capital ,sentences, and evidence of racial discrimination: -(Baldus 

et al., 1983). Thus, sentencing in Georgia' has serious implicatio~s" not 

only for the offenders being punished but also more generally, for policy 

'issues of justice and fairness. 

CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND EXPECTATIONS 
f~i 

". 0 

(J ,) 

We begin with an assumpttqn central to traditional and contemporary 

theories of law (e.g., Durkheim, 1933, 1973; Pound, 1943; P~rsons, 1962; 
" 

Turk, 1969,1976; Quinney, 1974~ Black, 1976), namely,' that law reflects 

the social organization of the society in which it is ,embedded and must 
j'f 

operate. Both previous theorizing and research guided our choice of case, 

court, and county attributes •. ' 

Our concern with disparity anci discrimination led us to, consider two 

broad categories of case characteristics: the social background" of the 

offlander (e.g. ,sex, age, race, soci'al c:lass) and legally relevant aspects 
~\ . 

" of the offense and the offender (e.g., offense seriousnesf3,prior record). 

We were ,concerned with five conceptually distinct ,aspects of court 

organization and composition. The first consisted of l3elected dimensions 

of ~ureaucratization along which courts varied: court size" caseload 

pressure, and specialization., Recent research (e.g., Hagan, 1977), as well 

as 'Weber,ian and conflict theory (Chambliss and Seidman, 1971) led us to 
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expect that court bureauc~~zationwould have implications for 
'(- ~'i.~' 

differentia~ treatment based on social background. Analysis examined 

whether bureaucratization"generates more e17en~handed treatment of 

,minorities or whether it exacerbates discrimination against the 

disadvantaged. 

The second court c9.ntext encompassed several aspects of the 

prosecution: itscaseload pressure, modes of disp~sition, and electoral 
~ 'I /', 

vulne,rability. In general, we expected more lenient senten~ing where plea 

bargaining was used ,with greater frequency. We ,alsQ expected that 

electoral vulnerability would result in more punitive sentences, 

particularly against offenders who appear more threatening to the 

community. 

The third aspect of the court was judicial composition, which 

cO,nsisted of both demographic and background attributes. Our only explicit 

expectation here, based on ~n extension of conflict theory, was that judges 

would sentence more leniently offenders who were similar t,othemselves, and 

would sentence more h~rshly those ~ho were dissimilar (e.g., younger). 

Judicial activism in professional ,associations, as well as previous 

experience, constituted the fourth category of court attributes.n,. 

general, we thought that ,professional activism and previous judicial 

experience would generate more even-hat;tded treatment of offenders. In 

" 
contrast, we expected ,judges with previous district attorney experience to 

be more punitive, particularly toward more threatening or dangerous 

offenders. 

The f;i.nal category of court !'Icontext was judiCial electoral 

,vulnerability and local.,involvement. We expected electorally vulnerable 

and locally involved jltdges" to be more pj,lnitive than their counterpart~', 

" i 
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and to single out for harsher treatment offenders who appeaf more 

threatening to the community. 
c· 

Turning to consider county conte~ts, we examined five'dimensions: (1) 

urbanization; (2) economicinequa11ty; (3) political characteristics; (4) /) 

crime characteristics; and (5) press coverage of .crime. 

Based on previous research and theorizing. (Durkheim, 1933; Pope. 1976; 

Hagan, 1977; Austin. 1981). we anticipated harsher punishment and greater 

disparities in rural than in urban counties. Moreover, weariticipated 

differential treatment by status in rural but not urban courts. Our 

concern with economic inequality derived from both the conventional 

Q ' "7 1) 

individual-level and the more recent structural interp''Cetationsof conflict 

theory (e. g.. Bailey, 1981; Jacobs, 1978 ~ 1979;' Loftin et a1 ~ 1981; 

Williams and Timberlake, 1984). We expected the punishment of property 

offenders to be more severe in economically more stratified jurisdictions. 
A.l (.\ 

We also exploreti the degree to which economic inequality conditioned the 
G 

importance of offender status and power. We expecte'd differential 

treatment based on status to be more pronounced in more unequal counties. 

In considering:) the political characteristics of count:i.es. w~\'1t:used 
• B • ~~ 

attention on voter participa,tion and on the degree of political 

conservatism or liberalism. . We expected sentencing to be more punitive, 

particularly toward offenders who pose serious threats tothe,coDununity, in 

i t " We expected greater lenience in more~libera1 conservat ve coun ~es. 

counties. 

Crime characteristics tapped several dimensiotls of 'the crime problem 

in the community. In general, we expected harsher treatment, particularly 
'J 'I IS' , 

of more threatening or dangerous' offenders,· in counties experiencing 

serious crime problemS. We expected similar effect'E; in cd'unties where 
,J '(~I 
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'press coverage' of cr"ime was extensive, promin.ent, and focused on violent or 

local crime. 

METHODS :" QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS '0 

co 

VARIABLES, 

We considered five sentencing outcomes for the'period 1976 to June 

1982: (1) the type" of sentence, whether .. probation or impriso~ment; (2) the 

length of probatio~, in years, £61',' offenders ~eceiving only probation; (3) 

the total sentence length (p.robation and prison) for offenders receiving a 

split sentence; (4) the proportion of the split sentence for which 

imprisonment was mandated; and (5) length of prison terms, in years~ for 
'0 

offenders receiving only incarceration. Preliminary.analysis indicated 
o 

that despite the percEwtions of those interviewed, the use of split 

sentences has remained fairly constant. Also., and partly in response to 

prison overcrolvding, prison has been used less often, wi~hboth the 
c::.:: (~/ 

pro~ertion of split sentences mandating incarceration and the length of 'J 

prison terms declining over time. In contrast., probationary supervision 

has been used with greater frequen~y and probation sentences have become 

longer. 
{[~. 

Our choice of case attributes was restric~ed by the nature ana quality 

of data previously collected by the Department of Offender Rehabilitation 

(DOR) • .Analysis for two dependent variables (type of sentence and 

probation sentence length) lacked prior record and social class 

information. For two cour;:ties (Ful ton and De~, we collected data not 

available throughDOR and hence could c~nsiderprio~ record ,information fo~ 
c· 

these offenders.' For the f;lrat"two dependent variables,then, r;ase 
0, CD {;, i:( . 

attributes included offender sex, age, race. as well as offense seriousness 

and type. For an~:l.yses'j~iivolving split and straight prison sentences, we 

o 
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obtained inf orma,t ion on .offender sex, age, race, marital st.atus, employment 

status, rural-urban background, .state of birth,prior arrest.s and 

incarceration. We also had data on offense type and seriousness. 

Turning to court characteristics, the thr.ee dimensions of 

bureaucratization (cas~)load pressure, court. size, and specialization) were 

indicated by felony filings per judge, the number of probation officers; 

the number of judges, and tbe extent to which lower courts assumed 

responsibility for misdemeanor and t'ra£fic cases. Prosecution 

characteristics included caseload (felony filings per prosecutor), percent 
r~ 

guilty pleas, number of times elected, and whether facing reelection or 

opposition in primaries (prosecutors are virtually unopposed in elections). 

Judicial composition included sex, age, marital status, rural-urban 

background, and whether born in the Circuit, Georgia'~ or in the South. 

Additional attributes (e.g., race, religion, training) lacked sufficient 

variation for consideration. ~ecause the sample did not specify the 

" 
sentencing judge, we./aggregated judicial information on a circuit and 

yearly basis. Separate analyses were conducted for multiple-judge courts, 

where this ag~regationprocedur'~ wa;) necessary, and for courts ,whose judges 

'sentence alone. :".-' 

Judicial sctiv.ism andexper{'encewa~j indicated by the number of Bar 

and attorney memberships, years previous experience in other judicial 

capacities, and years previous experience. as district attorney. Judicial 
~ 

electoral vulnerability was indicated by the number of timesr:;~fected, and 

whether facing re~lection or opposi~ion in primari~'s (j~dges ;:J' virtually 

unopposed in elections). Finally, three meaSUres tapped the local 

,.~ . :.' 

invol ve~ent of j,udges: 
c.. - " 

membership in community organizations~ years in 

local government, an~ years in stategov~rnment. 

," 
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Turning to consider measures for county variables, urbanization was a 

weighted line~;:' composite consisting of county population in the year of 

offender's conviction, popUlation per square mile (1980), and percent urban 

(1980). Economic inequality was indicated by the Gini Index and by the 

. percent black ~n the county. 

Political characteristics of the county consisted of voter 

" 
participation (a weighted linear composite of voting behavior between 1974 

and 1980), and by the percents voting for (1) Kennedy in the 1980 

Presidential primary; (2) Wallace in the 19.76 Democratic primary; and (3) 

Reagan in the 1980 Pre~i~ential election. 

Several variables measured crime characteristics as of 1979: 'the 

Index crime rate; and the percents of stranger-stranger Index crimes, Index 

crimes occurring at night, residential Index crimes, I~dex crimes involving 

weapons, black arrestees, and young arrestees (18-24 years old). Finally, 

press coverage of crime was indicated by the extensiveness of coverage 

about crime and criminal justice (articles per issue); the prominence of 

co.verage; the extent to which coverage focused on local crime, and the" 

extent to which it focused on violent crime. 

; ~, 

DATA SOURCES 

From data made .t\vailable by the Department of Offender Rehabilitation, 

2· ." wedr.ewa st~atified .random s,amp1e of 16, 79~ felons convict'ed betw~en 1976 

and Jun,!'! 1982. This "data set was augmented bya compal;'able sample 

.collected in Fulton and DeKalb Counties (N=1,685). 

We collected information about.courtsand counties from several 

sources. Among them wet:e the Ge6rgi.a Official and Statistical Regis,ter , 

Administ~ative Office of th,e Courts, Georgia Btlreau of Investigation, the 

Secretary of State, and the 1970 and 198Q Censuses. These data. were' 
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matched.ow:lth the case sample on a circuit or county, and where possible; 

yearly basis. . Wealsoc~~lected info'l'mation on press covef~~~ o~ crime <-by 

content-analyzingoall Jountynewspapers (N=4l) available 'in the University 

of Georgia ,library (1974
J

-1980). 3 

ANALYTIC PROCEDURES 

Analysis used two diffe~entprocedures, depending on the depend~ne 

variable under" consideration. Since type of sentence, the first dependent 

evariable, is dichotomous, we used. a weighted least squares procedure. 
'I 

,:Estimateewere <;omputed by weighting or transforming each observation of 

the dependent and independent variable and using ordinary least squares 

regression on these transformed values. The reSUlting estimates are 

1inear,unbiased, and best among a set of unbiased linear estimators 

(Hanushek and Jac~sori, 1977). 

The remaining dependent variables were ba"sed on a truncated sample of 

. the population, in which some observations had been exclqded in a 

systematic manner. For examp;e, the analysis of prison sentence length by 

, definition excluded all offenders sentenced to probation. The use of 

ordinary least squares 'in this instance wou1~d produce biased regression 

estimates that either overstate or understate true causal effects (Berkand 

Ray, 1982,; Berk, 1983). 

Our correction for sample selectiOn bias was a two-stage estimation 
o 

procedure, in whichwefir~t estimatt:!d a "selection" equation and then: the 

equation of substantive interest (Berk and Ray, 1982;, Berk, 1983). In the 
r.:... •. ~ 

first stage, we estil!ia~ed a' 10git ,mode; includiIII:g all relevant variables 
,~~:, , (1 

forthetota~Jsample of convicted felons. The dependent variable in this 

selection equation was binary,coded 0 if the observation was included in 

the substantive eq~ati~n and 1if the observation was excluded. 

() 
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The10git model ,produced for each case its predicted probability of 

being excluded from the sample of substantive interest. This hazard rate 
-' 

" controls for the source of biased estimates in the substantive equation. 
~ 

that. is, for th,e effects of non'::'random selection. Inclusion of 'the hazard 

rates thus produces consisten~parameter estimates. 

In the second stege of analysis. we used ,ordinary least squares 

regression to estimate a linear probability model that included all 

relevant variables and the hazard rate instrument. 4 The size of ou'r models 

dictated that we he sensitive to co11inearity and its tendency to inflate 

standard errors and produce statistically insignificant estimates. We 

~,herefore chose a regression ,procedure that provides a col1inearity 

diagnostic. descr,3-bed by Bels1ey and his colleagues (1980). This 

diagnostic identifies collinear variables and prOvides information useful 

in.~determining whether estimates and their variances are a£:f,ected by 

intercorre1ations. Where co1linearity appeared harmfu1,5 we (1) 

constructed weighted 1in~ar composites of intercorre1ated variables; (2) 

deleted ~ne or more of the less essential variables; and/or (3) relaxed the 

statistical criterion and examined the finding for substantive 

significance. 

Using the. appropriate technique, analysis was conducted in three 

stages. In the first, we were interested in estimating the effects of case 

context variables. The concern here was to determine the relative weight 

judges attached to social background and legally relevant factors. 

The ne~t two stages of analysis, one for court context and another for 
c) , " 

county contt:!xt, addressed two questions: (1) Does the context of 
".' IV 9 

sentencing directly affect sentences; and (2) Does it shape the ;relevance 
o ~ 

of case context variables. 
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In the second stlage 

court corttextsby a~~ing 
of analysis, we estimated the direct effects of 

II 
these variables as a set to the case attribute 

model. 'We noted the following: increase; in the percent of variance 

explained; substantively significant coefficients (those statistically 

significant at p ~ .01 that exceeded +.10); the effect of adding court 

variables on the strength an,d direction of case attribute effects; and the 

relative importance of court and case attributes. 

To answer the second question, whether court contexts shape the 

relevance of case variables, we constructed a set. of interaction terms 

between each courtv.ariable and each case attribute. For example ~ when 

analyzing. sentence type, felony filings per judge was associated with six 

interaction terms [one each'®!or offender age, sex, race, type of crime I 

(violent v. victiniiess), type of crime II (violent v. property),'and the 

seriousness of the offense]. We considered separately the five sets of 

conceptually similar variables: Bureaucratization, Prosecution 

Characteristics, Judicial Composition, Judicial Activism and Experience, 

and Judicial :pectora1 Vulnerability and Local Involvement. 

To test for significant interaction, we compared the proportion of 

explained variance (R2) obtained from two regression models: (1) an 

interactive model that included all independent variables and one set of 

interaction terms (e.g., those involving bureaucratization); and (2) an 
. 

additive model (no interaction terms), consisting of all independent 

variables except those court. variables (e.g~, bureaucratization) associated 

with the interaction terms included in the first model. 

Where the increase .in R2 met our statistical criteria (p ~ .001 and 

over one-third of all interaction terms significant at p ~ .01), we 

concluded that the effects case attributes have on sentencing are not 

o 

o 

! 

I~ 
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. invariant across .court contexts, but rather vary •... Where this was the case, 

we examined in detail the substantive nature of significant interactions. 

Briefly, we used the metric coefficients in the interactive model to 

compute predicted outcomes at the extreme values of the contextual variable 

(e.g., least and most urbanized counties) for each group o.f offenders 

(e.g., blacks, whites). We then compared these predicted outcomes to 

determine the differential. effect of the court or county context. Our 

concern typically, centered on whether the context reduced or exacerbated 

differential treatment. 

, The procedure outlined above was followed for the third stage of 

analysis: determining whether county characteristics directly affect 

sentences and whether they shape the relevance of case attributes. Here we 

had five sets of interaction terms and five separate comparisons of 

explained variance: Urbanization, Economic Inequality,Poli,tical 
" 

Characteristics, Crime Characteristics, and Press Coverage of Crime. 

METHODS: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Most of our infonnation was based on quantitative analysis. However, 

we also visited 11 of the state's 42 judicial circuits for more qualitative 

,~nformation. We chose circuits that provided adequate representation 

across (1) geographical regions of the state (e.g., costal, north, south, 

no~th central); (2) degree of urbanization; (3) court size (e.g., number of 

judges); and (4) circuit size (single or multiple counties). 

For two to three days, the~,proj ect team observed court processes and 

interviewed c'ourt and county personnel (e. g., judges, district attorneys, 

public defender$, selected private attorneys, probation officers, law , 
enforcement authorities, city and coun,ty leaders, and uewspaper editors aud 

reporters) • The team sough.t information on (1) punish~ent philosophy; (2) 
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perceptiolll3 ofcou~t processes in general and sentencing in particular; and 

(3) idiosyncratic factors, whether of court authorities or of the 

surrounding community, that could affect sentencing. 

Information from site visits directed quantitative analyses. For 

example, it guided our operationalization of split sentences, and" helped us 

put statistical results in perspective. 

RESULTS 

OVERVIEW 

Our most consistent finding was that variation across courts and 

counties affects the way judges use information about the offender and the 

offense to inform. their sentencing decisions. To some extent, then, the 

additive effects we found for court and county variables are uninformative 

or misleading~ They do no.t ,and can not, elucidate the more pronounced 
1\ 

indirect role these characteristics play during sentencing. Court and 
I,: 

county variables generate both disparities and differential treatment.based 

on social backgbo~p.d and legally relevant case factors. 
~'~f" ,_\:~ ., 

Similarly, the simple additive effects we found for case 

characteristics such as offender race to some extent ~isrepresent the 

actual role these variables play during sentencing. No offender or offense 
Ii 

characteristic has one single effect that' 'is invariant across all courts 

and all counties. Rather, the magnitude and direction of. their effects 

varies as a function of selected aspects of the court and county in which 

offenders are sentenced. Thus, additive effects often mask a wide range of 
" 

differential treatment. They also obscure changes in differ~ntial 

treatment that accompany court and county changes, and exceptions to a 

general pattern of differential treit~ent. 

:', i \ .. 
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CASEATTRrBUTES 

In general, legally relevant. factors, particular.ly offense seriousness 

and typei\ consistently affect se~tencing decisions. Yet even these. factors 

are not immune to vaI:iations in the sentencing context. 

otfensi"seriousness affects all sentencing outcomes and, with the 

exception of probation" sentence length, is ul3ually the strongest p.redictor 

among ,case attributes. Typically, it generates harsher, outcomes. Yet 

despite the consistency of its effects, we found that the differential 
, 'Q 

treatment of more and less serious offenders varies considerably. For 

example, the two groups of offenders face similar imprisonment risks when 

.sentenced in courts whose prosecutors rely heavily on guilty pleas and 

whose judges hav.e district attorney experience. In contrast, their risk of 

imprisopment differs markedly when they are sentenced in multiple-judge 

c()urts composed o.f .non-Georgians. 

Contextual analysis als9 revealed relatively rare exceptions to the 

general pattern of .greater harshness toward more serious offenders. For 

ex~ple, .lliE. serious offenders receive longer split sentences in 

predominantly black counties and in courts whose judges have urban 

backgrounds. Their split se.ntences tend to be more severe in courts whose 

. judges are older. 

While not usually as strong a predictor, offense type is nearly as 

consistellt in its effect on sentencing decisions. While ~ddit:ive analysis 

t¥pical;Ly shows harsher outcomes for violent rather than non-violent 

offenders, contextual analysis uncovers variation in di£.ferential 

treatment, -For example, differencel3in the risk of imprisonment range from 

2% in courts with small prob.a.t"iondepartments to 60% in courts whose judges 

sentence alone .. and haye district attorney experience. Differences in the 
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prison sentences imposed on violent and non-violent offenders'range from.9 

years in courts consisting solely of married judges to 14 years in counties 

with strong Wall~ce support. 

Furthermore, in some contexts non-violent of~enders ar.e treated as, if 

not more, severely than vio·lentoffenders. For example, in counties 

experiencing more Ilidex crimes at night~ victimless offenders are more 

likely than violent offenders to be imprisoned. In courts composed of 

local judges, theiT.' prison sentences tend to be longer than those of 

violent offenders. 

Similarly, we found situations where property offenders are also more 
o 

harshly treated than violent offenders. For example, they face the greater 

risk of imprisonment when sentenced in counties experiencing more 

residential or nighttime Index crime. Both their split and prison 

sentences are longer in counties where Reagan support in 1980 was strong. 

Finally, property offenders receive more severe split sentences in 

predomin~ntly black counties. 

For two of the five sentencing outcomes, we had prior record 

information only for offenders sentenced in Fulton and DeKalb Couflties. 

These counties and their courts are too similar to examine contextual 

effects. Thus, for type of sentence and probation sentence length we could 

not determine the contextual sensitivity of prior record. Additive 

analysis reveals that at least for Atlanta, prior record does not 

significantly affect probation sentences. It tends to increase the risk of 
I. 

imprisonment. However, controlling for prior record does not drastically 

attenuate the effects of social backgT.ound factors. We can. therefore have 

some confidence in the findings for the sample as a whole, where prior 

record data ,were missing. 
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For tveremaining sentencing decisions, we measured prior.arrests and 

.' prior incarceration. Additive analysis indicates that prior record has no 
,'.' 

significant effect on the lengths of split and straight prison sentences. 
J . 

rtproduces only modest increases in the severity of split sentences. 

A consideration Qf contextual effects suggests that it would be 

erroneous to conclude,that prior record. is irrelevant during sentencing. 

In some circumstances, it generates sharp differences in treatment. 

Previously arrested offenders experience much longer split se~tences than 

their counterparts in counties where ~eagan support in 1980 was strong. 

Similarly, prev.iously-incarcerated offenders experience much longer split 

sentences in courts consisting of older j'udges. Their prison sentences are 

longer than those imposed on the never-incarcerated in counties where the 

press focuses on v·iolent crime. 

A consideration of contextual effects also reveals instances where 

offenders without prior records recei~e harsher sentences. For example, 

never-arrested offenders receive longer split sentences in predominantly 

black counties. Never-incarcerated of~enders tend to receive longer prison 

sentences, with harsher treatment being particularly pronounced in courts 

whose. judges have urban. backgrounds. 

"In comparison with legally relevant factors,social background factors 

typically have weaker additive effects on sentencing. But in varying 

degrees, all social background factors are contextually responsive. As a 

result, the'overall lack of strong or significant additive effects masks 

sQarp differences in treatment that occur in some c.ircumstances. It also 

masks exceptions to trends indicated by both additive and interactive 

analyses. 

() 
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'We found no eVidence that in all circumstances more dangerous or 

disadvantaged offenders are more harshly treated. Ratheri the ext,~nt of 
ttJ 

discrimination, whether against female, black, young, unemployed or violent 

offenders, is a function of certain aspects of the court and the county 

where punishment is imposed. Thus,we turn our attention to these contexts' 
D~ 

and their implications for differential treatment. ' 

COURT CONTEXTS 

Bureaucratization 

Our primary interest centered on the implications of bureaucratization 

for differential treatment. Here, we found that differential treatment, 

whether based on social background or on legally relevant factors, varies 

with all three dimensions of court bureaucratization" (caseload, court size, 

specj.alization) • Wi,th the exception of prison sentences, bureaucratization 

tends to exacerbate differential treatment based on social backg'round and 
. 

to reduce differential treatment based on legally relevant factors. 

In situations where bureaucratization exacerbates differential 

treatment, ,harsher treatment of disadvantaged offenders usually increases. 

For example, bureaucratization widens differences in the sentences imposed 

on offenders who are younger (greater imprisonment risk, longer split 

sentences), unmarried "(longer split sentences), and unemployed (longer and 
:;:.'J 

more severe split sentences). 

In a substantial minority of instances, however, bureaucratization 

exace'rbates harsher treatment of less threatening or relatively advantaged 

offenders. For example, it increases the difference iIi outcomes 

experienced by offenders who are white (longer probation sentences), older 

(greater imprisonment risk, longer split sentences), employed (more ~evere 

split sentences), and married (longer split a.nd prison sentences). 
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Finally, we found numerous instances where bureaucratization reduces 
\' 

, ~ 

differential treatmeIitof the disadvantage~, in particular, black 

" 
(imprisonment;:. risk, Prison sentence) and unemployed offend~rs (split and 

prison sentences). 

In .short, as predicted by conflict theory, bureaucratization 
0" 

exacerbates harsher treatment of the disadvantaged. ' However, it does not 
I):, 

do so consisten'tly across all sentencing decisions or for all groups of 

disadvantaged offenders. " Moreover. bureaucratization sometimes generates 

more even-handed treatment., particularly when we consider differences based 

on legally relevant factors. Finally, where bureaucratization reduces 

differential treatment based on social background, it does so for both 

disadvantaged and advantaged offenders. 

Thus, the extent and di1;'ection of differential tr.eatment are complex' 

functions of the sentencing decision, offender attribute, and dimens'ion of 

bureaucratization under consideration. OUl' evidence supports both ~ 

expectations, and hence permi'ts no resolution of the differences between 

conflict and Weberian-based pers~ectives. 

Prosecution Characteristics 

Analysis focused on three aspects of the prosecution, namely, its 

case load pressure, reliance on guilty pleas. and electoral vulnerability. 

As was the case far ,court caseload, we expeqted prosecutor case load to 

affect differential treatment based on offender ~ocial background. 
"':':j, , We had 
, ::"i 

theoretical grounds for exeectingit would either exacerbate differential 

treatment .of disadvantaged offenders or generate more ev~'n-handed 

treatment. We expected more leni~nt sentencing where guilty pleas were 

heavily relied on. Finally~we reasoned that electoral vulnerability ,would 
" 
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increa~(! pressure for harsher sentences in general and for more threatening 
o 

offenders in particular. 

.~ 

More often than not, caseload pressure exacerbates rather than reduces 

harsher treatment of disadvantaged (e.g., unmarried, younger, unemployed) 
Q 

and more threatening offenders (e.g.) more serious, violent, previously 

arrested or incarcerated). However, there are twointerestingO 

counte~examples tothese·trends. 

First, as prosecutor caseload increases, violent and non-violent 

offenders experience increasingly similar risks of imprisonment and split 

sentences. Second ,in multiple-judge courts, caseload pressure .exacerbates 

the differential, harsher treatment white aiid'marriedoffenders experience. 

This occurs because black and unmarr.ied offenders experience greater 
'., 

reductions in the severity of their sPlit sentences than do white and 

married of:t;enders. Thus, we found limited. instances where case load 
Cl 

p'ressure either ,;reduces differential treatment or increases harsher 

trea.tment of' relatively advantaged off enders. 

Although ~e expected more lenient sentences where plea barg~ining was 

D 

common, we found tha.t this is the case for only one sentencing decision, 
\;J" 

the severity of split, sentences. More commonly, the use of guilty pleas 

selectivelY.increases the length of probation, split and ,~traight; pri~on 

sentenc'es;: Moreover, advantaged or less dangerous offenders are just as 

likely as their more disadvantaged or threatening counterparts to be 

singled out for greater harshness. 
u 

Similarly, we expected but did not consistently find lenience where 

pros~cutors are established and therefore less likely to press judges for 
'C Q 

severe sentences. 
o ., 

This is the case only for the type of sentence and the 

length of probation terms. 'When considering other outcomes, courts whose 

.' , 
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prosecutors are established are sel,ectivelyharsher toward both 'less and 

more threatening offenders. For example, as prosecutors become more 

, ~ 
established, white and ma';rried as well as. young offenders experience larger 

'\ . , I (, 
;' I) 

increasEls than theit, countfrparts in the le~.~th aria severity of split 
\ 

~. 
we .. expected but did not consistently find s'everity where the 

prosecutc~~ is electoraltY vulnerable ,and hence likely t~adopt a more 

pun~tivei:stan(:e toward the sentencing of offenders who may appear 
,. :: 

especially threatening to the community. This is the case for two of the 

fivesen~!:!ncihg outcomes stUdied. We ~ound that as prosecutors become more 

vulnerabl:r, the probation sentences, particularly of black, more serious I 

and violelnt offenders, :i,ncrease. Similarly, vulnerability generates larger 

.increases,' in the prisorF;;:&~~'~nces imposed on younger, unwtrried, 
lr \.to \\ 

unemployec~, violent, and previously arrested o£fende;T:s. " ., ,,= 
i~ 

Howe"er, when considering split sentencing, we found lenience where we 
" i 

least exp~rcted it." For example, as ~rosecutors become m~~e vulnerable, 

" male, Qla~k, and violent offenders experience, more (.pronounced reductions in 

the severi,ty of their spl.it sentences. 

In short. j'-1,dges whose prosecutors are established are no.t;invariably 

more leni~int. Judges whose prosecutors are electof;.:ally vulnerable are not 

invariabl]; harsher. Rather,~the degree of harshness (or lenience) depends 

on these11ltencing decision being made. Also, harshn~ss is .not invariably 

reserved fo~more threatening or dangerous offenders. Nor is lenience 
II .\ 

reserved ~or less threateniI).g or more advantaged offenders. 
4., 

In Jn~ny c:f.rcuits prosecutors were ,regarded as punitive a.nd. veI).geful. 

As one juctge observed, " ••• the DA drinks a pint of blood. for breakfast. II 

Mindful ()f thifl characterization, we.assumed that pr()secuto:rswould.be 
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uniformly harsh and that electoralovulnerability ,would sjmply intensify 

this tendency. Thus, the find:l.ngsfor probation and prison s,entences'did 
" 

not come as a surprise. Many district attqrneys commented that short 

probation terms~were hardly punitive and that some offenders simply had to 

be "put. away." It is interesting to note t though,. that this pattern did 
c 

.!!£! apply to sentence type or split sentence terms ~here judges may be more 

concerned with prison overcrowding than with prosecutor pressure for 

severity. 

,'j"udicial Characteristics 
(:"1 

Contrary to expectation, we found that: similarity between the judge" 

and offender is usually irrelevant during sentencing. And,,'wherel.f'eleva~t, 
. ,. 

it'I,does (,notconsiste.,ntly generate· more lenient outcomes. 
, ' 

'.' 

'., Two findings support our expectation. First, harsher treatment of 

,fiamales (in t.he form of long~r prison tenns) increases as the bench becomes 
, ,-

jP.lllein '~omposition. Seco,nd. harshe~ treatment of older offenders (in the 

form of gr.eater risk of imp,risonW,ent)' declines as the bench becomes older. 
, , 

This is 'so largely because'old,e.;r judges appear more' intoliarantof younger 
.7 1~~\ 0 

",:'\S' 
'o,:j:feriders than do their younger colleagues • 

In contrast. mos'tresults fail,to suppC)rt our expectation. For 

example, courts consisting of married judges exhibit more pronounced 

~ence (less severe .split sentences," shorter prlsonterms) toward 
0'· ", '. . ., ~. '. . • 

unmarried rather tlian married offenders.~And; ascolirts become more urban 

in composition, harsher treatment of urban "offenders (viz., longer ~d more 

severe split sentences)incre"ases" rather than declines. 
" 

Although w~found little' support for our expectation of lenience where 

judgesartd offenders share some s±n1ilarity, we discovered that Judicial 
, " (;.', 
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social background and legally relevant factors •. For.example, analysis 

indica'ted that several groups of off~nders" (viz., married~:::3Iiole~t. \> 

never;':::arrested) are at Ii double disadvant·.age it: t d b ld ,:.. sen ence y 0 er judges. 

They experience more pronounced increases in both ,the length and severity 

of ~heir split sentences.. B t iii (') . u t s J:1lp~9rtant to note that older judges 

blacks). Rather, the extent of their harshness depends on the sentenCing 

decision bein .. ,g reached. For I h d examp e.w en eterming the lengt~~of 

probation and prison sentences, bl'acks are at an adv~ntage when sentenced 

by older judges. They .ex~erience greater reductions in sentence lengths 

than do their white coun~rparts. 
, 

Similarly, as courts become. o'1,der 
n ' 

blacks experience smaller increases than do whites in the length of their 

split sentences. In contrast, however, blacks who receive split sentences 

are at adisadv:antage when, compared with their white counterparts. As 

judges bccC)me older, blacks expet:'ience larger increases than whites in, the 

severity of their split sentences. 

In comparing the background of judges, we' found no evidence. of a mC)re 

particularistic orientation by judges with rural backgrounds. Indeed,,> 

these judges appear more attentive to of'fense characteristics and less 
' . ~. ~~ . 

l~ 1\ 

concerned with offen,der attributes • They draw sharper distinction's based 

on offense seriousness an,d type than do .their u~ban counterparts. 

true, differen,tial treatment exists in courts composed of rural 

judges. Importantly, however, it does not decline as'courts become more 

urban in compositiQn. Rather, differential and harsher treatment, 

particularly of black and employed offenders, is mC)re pronounced in urban 

than .. in rural courts." 

~ \.e 
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C'Similarly, judges with local backgrounds (e.g. ,born in the circuit, 

,in Georgia or in the South) exhibit no greater parti.cularism than their 

non-local counterparts. Local judges appear more atteIitive to the offense 
" 

and to the sex of the offender. When deterlllining the length of split 

sentences, for example" they exhibit more intolerance than their non-local 

counterparts of male, les~ serious, and violent offenders. When 

"determining the length of prison sentences, they exhibit greater 

intolerance of female,victimless, and previousiy-arrested offenders. 

Non-local judges,in contrast, appear more attentive to the offender's 
c, 

c;;"race~oemployment and marital statuses. During split sentencing, they 

exhibit\imore pronounced harshness toward black and employed offenders. 

When determining the length of prison sentences, they draw sharp 

distinctions that operate against whi,te, unemployed, and unmarried 

offenders. 

While site visit informatd;on pertains to many of the findings reported 

in this section, it is interesting to focus on the most surprising 

conclusion, namely, that rura,l judges are not more particularistic than 
';', 

their urban counterparts in criminal sentencing. Interviews helped us to 

anticipate this anomaly because it quickly became obvious that rural judges 

could 'not be uriiformly categorized according to a single philosophical or 
lj 

~ 5 

ideological perspective. The two judges most enthusiastic about 
'. 

rehabilitation, for example, presided 'over r.ural courts. Wile one might 

argue that a rehabilitative orientation could lead tojparticularistic 

sentencing, in the rural courts visited it appeared tl1at such was not the 

case. The judges in question expressed their commitment to the 

~ehabilitative "ethic by frequent use of prob'ationand infrequent reliance r) 
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on incarceration. When they did sentence to prison, their sentences were 

typically short. 

Urban judges were less immune to particularistic judgments in 

sentencing because theY"functioned in courts with considerClble anonymity 

and diffused re~ponsibility.n Several urban judgescomm~nted that the 

public had no idea about their job performances and that the nature of the 

circuit helped to diffuse responsibility among them. 
\' 

According to some 

respondents, judges were singled out for attention very infrequently and 
~ Q 

only in sensational (e.g., Wayne Williams' trial) cases. It is 
" 

conceivable, then, that this condition of urban courts may account for,the 
'-';> 

unexpected findings of particularistic sentencing. 
() 

Equally surprising were the 'findings related to judicial sympoathy for 

youthful offenders. In site visits, it was obvious that ~ural judges 
1/ - ' 

identified with young defendants in a manner that possibly contributed to r; 

the mixed patterns of punitiveness for young ,offtmders observed in 

statistical analysis. In contrast to their u'rban counterparts who 

occasionally expressed little patience for the youthful offenders before 

their courts, rural judges emphasized that they themselves tested the law's 

:!.imits as "young bucks." This rural sympathy for young defendants and the 

aforementi~ned findings of urban particularism contrast w,ith images 
o 

generated in the popular press and in some of the literature. They suggest 

~ that rural and u1;ban judges can not be tightly and" unequivocally 
't ()' 

categorized as punitive and lenient, respectively. 

:J'udicial Activism and Experience 

As expected,pro£essional activism tends to foster more lenient 

sentences. However, it'does not result in ,any tendency for judges to 
o -:t."...r1~<:;; 

~ ~~u D 

reserve this lenierice fo; less threatening or dangerous offenders. For 
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example, activism produces larger reductions in the length of split 

sentences imposed on black, male, unemployed, and violent offenders. 'In 

contrast, it produces larger reductions in the length of prison terms 

imposed on white, older, and married offenders. 

Recall that we expected activism to generate more even-handed 

treatme~t, particularly of disadvantaged offenders. We found limited 

evidence that differential treatment (e.g., of black and unemployed 

offenders) 'aeclines withp~ofessional activism. But it is more often the 

J (I 
case that involvement in B'arand attorney organizations exacerbates 

;;. I~\ . c 
. i' ('0 ' 

differentiih treatment. It intensifies discrimination against 
\ ~ :::: 

disadvantaged or more threatening (e~g., unemployed, younger, unma~ried) as 
r"- U ',' . 
. ' % 

well as more advantaged or les,s threatening offenders (e.g., white, 

married, female, victimless). 

I, There is limited support for our expectation that district attorney 
n 

experience fosters harsher punishment," particularly against more 

threatening offenders. For e'Xample, judges with more district attorney 

experience impose longer split sentenc~s, particularly on violent and 
(} 

previoUsly-incarcerated offenders. However, two trends are more 

pronounced. 

The first is greater lenience toward less threatening or more 

advantaged offenders. For example, district attorney experience generates 
,\ 

larger reductions in the severity of split sentences imposed on white and 

never-arrested offenders than on black and previously arrested offenders. 

The second counterintuitive trend is great.er lenience toward more dangerous 

or disadvantaged Offenders. For example, as judges have-more district 

attorney experience, black and violent offenders experience larger 

reductions in their probation sentences than do white and non-violent 
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offenders; violent and unemployed offenders experience greater lenience in 
(. . C) 

split sentences; and male, younger, and unemployed offenders experience 

larger reductions in the length of their prison terms than do female, 

older, and employed offenders. 

While interpretations remain speculative at this point, the reluctance 

to use probation .may reflect skepticism about the rehabilitative value of 

this disposition for black and violent offenders. The reluctance to 

imprison certain offenders for longe+, perio~s of time could .reflect the 

greater sensitivity of judges with ~~strict attorney experience to the 
. ~~ . .~ . 

consequences of imprisprtmel!t for these offenders and for the system as a 

whole (e.g., overcrowding, an increase of violence within prison)._ 

Certainly, these concerns were repeated by many court authorities in 

site visit interviews. While most respondents acknowledged that probation 

was not an effec~ivedeterrent, they emphasized that high caseloads, 

overworked probation office1:'s, and little community support contributed to 

that 1:'esult. Additionally,many respondents emphasized that probation was 

simply the o~ly alternative they had to incarceration. Several judges were 

reluctant to incarcera,.te because the D~partment of Offender Rehabilitation 

routinely wrote to keep the state's judges info];1lled of prison pdl>ulations 
'. -., ~+. '.""" i 

(l 
o and to complain about prison overcrowding. In those. communications, DOR 

specifically advised judges to imprison for shorter periods of 

use probation. Additionaily, many judges questioned the merit 

of incarceration itself. 

Judicial Electoral Vulnerability and Local Involvement 

ti~eand to 
" 

/1 a d purpose 

\ 
~e expected vulnerability and local ~nvolvement to increase ',the 

'~ttj 

ha1:'shness of punishment, particularly of those offenders rlwhomay appear 

threatening to the community. Conversely, we expected more lenienc.e from 
k • 
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judges who are established and less vulnerable to public pressure' for 

severity. We found partial support for these expectations.' 
,,(2) 

As judges become more established,,- they are selectively more lenient 

than their counterparts when making some sentencing decisions (probation 

sentence length, the sever.ity of split sentences,the length of prison 

terms). However, we found no clear tendency for less dangerous or 
';:1 

threatening offenders to benefit 'more from this lenience than their 

coUnterparts. For example, as judges become more established, you\ilger as 

well as fema).eoffenders receive larger reductions in their 'probation 

sentences. Similarly, the reductions in prison sentences that accompany a 

history of successful reelection is greater for black "and unemployed, as 

well as for non-violent and never-incarcerated,coffenders. 

For two sentencing decisions (type of .sentence, split Sentence 

length), judicial electoral histo~ selectively increases severity. Again, 

(
~')-.-

however " we 'found no clear tendency for disadvantaged or 'more dangerous ~V ~_) 
offenders to be at a greater disadvantage than their counterparts. For 

. , 
example, as judges become" more established, increases in sPliit sentences 

~ 
are larger not only for male, unemployed, and violettto-~ofrenclers, but 'also 

for offenders who" are white~ married, less serious, and never-incarcerated. 

In short, established judges are more lenient than theif,r less 

. '\ 
established counterparts for some b~~ not all sentencing/decis~ons. 'And, 

although they are selectively lenient, the1 do not con~~stently single out 
c,' 

certain groups of offenders (e.g., less threate,:ling, more .advantaged) "for 
(I . 

preferential treatment. ~ N 
1'( 

, II' As expected, the electoralvllinerability of judges increases the 
,I 
'I 

s~~ntences • Mdreover, these increases are severity of probation an.d split 
II 

" II ' 
usually more pronouncedformore~threatening or danger,ous offenders (e.g., 
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young, male,. black, violent in the case of probation sentences; male, 

unmarried, unemployed, and previQuslyarrested in the case of split 

sentencing). But for sentencing decisions that involve imprisonmenJ: , 

electoral vulnerability does not operate as expected. Rather it fosters 

lenience, and does so where we least expected it, namely, against o.ffenders 

who are disadvantaged (e.g., black, unemployed) or more dangerous (viz., 

Violent). 

For some sentencing decisions, then, the electoral vU+1'lerability of 
. \'\ ".' 

judges does indeed result in harsher treatment particul,arlyofthreatening 

offenders. For. other sentencing outcomes, however, it affords these" 

offenders p.referential, more lenient treat~ent. 

,We found little evidence that membership' in c01lllIlunity organizations 

fosters more pronounced harshness toward more threatenin~or dangerous 

offenders. True, it selecti,velyincreases the use of imprisonment, 

" reserving it more often for vio.1ent offenders (in multipl.a-judge courts) 

a1'!.d for male, black'~ and younger offenders (in sin~le-judge courts). 

However, for. the remaining sentencing decisions, membership in community 

organizations fosters selective lenience~ Surprisingly, it is usually (bUt 

not always) more threatening or disadv.antaged offenders that benefit more 

than their' counterparts from this lenience.' For example, for judges who 

sentence alone, community activism generates more lenience (less severe 

split sentences) toward bl~ck, unmarried, more serious and previously 

arrested offenders. These findings suggest that eit~er judges contravene 

public opinion, or that communities are less pu~itive toward these 

offenders than we originally assumed. 

The results for government involve~ent provide the strongest support 
o 

for exp~ctations. It selectively increases the risk of imprisonment, as 
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well as the length of probation,! split, and prison sentences. With few 
o Q 
exceptions, government involvement generates increases in severity that are 

n 
~.::' 

1\ 

larger for more disadvantaged or threatening offenders (e. g., male, black, 

younger, Violent) than they are for their more advantaged or less dangerous 

counterparts. 

The tendency of electorailyvulnerable judges to sentence convicted 

felons to long terms of probation and to rely on sentences that combine 
it 

both'probatipn and incarceration illustrated the symbolic dimensions of 

criminal justice. In interviews. several respondents emphasized that 

, judges relied on sev~re probation terms when they feared public backlash or 

reaction. While they admit-ted that probation was, in actuality. a lenient 

penalty they hoped that the "more crime control-oriented of their 

constituents would be appeased by the length of the term. Similarly, 

several respondents indicated that they emphasized 'the total term of 

probation and incarceration in split sentencing and hoped that that image 

would be conveyed to the public. The fact that total terms were frequently 

featured in press accounts indicates that some of these efforts were 

successful. 

COUNTY CONTEXT'S 

Urbanization 

Urbanization selectively increases the harshness of some sentences 

(e.g., severity of split sentence, imprisonment risk), and fosters 

selective lenience in others (split and probation sentence lengths). 

Further, disadvantaged offenders do not alwaysexperiencehar'sher 
)', 

pu~ishment. Nor is lenience reserved for less more advantaged offenders~ 

Thus, thet'e is no evidence. that urbanization, consistently puts certain 

offenders at a greater adva~~age (or disadvantage). 
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Urbanization does not uniiorinly result in more even-handed treatment. 

Indeed, though often not markedly, it tends to exacerbate, rather than 
~ 

reduce, differential treatment. Furthermore, urbanization increases 

differential treatment of both disadvantaged and advantaged, dangerous and 

less dangerous offenders. For example., it increases the differential and 

harsher treatment (in the form of longer prison terms) experienced by 

younger and unmarried, as well as by employed and female o~fenders. 

In a minority of instanc,es, limited to determinations of split_ 
~ ~', - -.- - - - -' ~ '. '.' "- ';'-, , . --".~ -----.~-~.-.-----.-- .-" --:::- "-

"1 . 
seiltence length, differential treatment declines with urbanization. \ . 

Offenders that are more harshly treated in rural counties (e.g., male, 

unemployed, . violent , previously arrested) are slightly more leniently 

treated in urban counties. 

It.was not surprising to find that black,previouslyincarcerated 

males received more punitive sentences at the hands of urban judges. 

Commenting .thathe simply did not know what to do; one' urban judge 

indicated that he had little sympathy with such offenders. Additionally, 

he commented that the individuals in question had probably committed .more 

crimes than their "rap sheets" listed. Similarly, it was not surprising to 
i\ 

find that judges in urban courts did not rely on long probation or split 

sentence terms. The symbolic importance of these sentencing options 

appeared to be confined to rural areas where judges were more visible and, 

perhaps, anxious ab'out public opinion. As one judge stressed, urban judges 

were clothed in anonymity. Rarely did their c.onstituents know much about 

any of their judicial decisions,. 

Economic.' Ineguality 

C,ontrary to expectation, we found no evidence of mor,e pronounced 
I., 

harshness toward property offenders in counties with greater inequality. 

• 
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In,d~~d. in on~y on~ instanc~ (split sentenceiength) does inequality 

exacerbate discrimination against property.offenders. Here, however, 

differential treatment increases not because the sentences of property 

offenders becomes more severe. Rather, as counties become predominantly 

black, violent offenders experience more l.enience thap do property 

offenders·. 

Our second expectation about inequality was that it would exacerbate 

discrimination against the disadvantaged. We found .that, almost 
__ •. _>. ". _ .•. ,_~. _..=- '= _~-",",. --= ,'_ ;"~_,c==,:c."-'.-~-_'"'"~-="'O:;;O;::-.w~-::~-=----=---"";c-.'="~-":=,,=-__ -_;,==_-=~O'=_-=,,,-;c-::_,,~_-"-- • __ '.-...:"=-;;:;='C_~._------::.:'-==--=-:_~~,,--_ -",_"_ • .,,0;- -=.:o':;!c_"-:._.~=--,..:-c· __ :--__ ·'-O- _-'--_"'-r" -;"-'0 :;'';r 

---invarIably,' inequality increases differential treatment based on social 

background factors. However, it is just as likely to exacerbate harsher. 

treatment of the disadvantaged (e.g.~ black, young, unemployed), as it is 

of the relatively advantaged (e.g., white, bIder, employed). 

Thus, inequality pl.aces no group at a. consistent lidv.antage or 

disadvantage during sentencing. Rather, the extent and direction of 
l 
" 

differential treatment depends on the sentencing decision, the indicator of 

inequality, and th~ specific aspect ~f sClcia~ background being considered. 
ill? 

For example, as counties become predominantly black, di:fferentia~ and 

harsher treatment of blacks increase as judgescQnsider the length of 

probation, sp~it, and prison sentences. In contrast, as counties face 

greater incom~ inequality, harsher treatment of whites increa,sesas judges) 

consider the length of",probation and split sentences. 

~) 

The general patterns observedinquantitativ~ analysis were bome out 
.II 

in field work. Ininterview~Lseveralrespondents emphas:ized the 

importance of the county's .racial compositi,m. Critics of the CQurt system 

(e.g., newspa~~er reporters .:land some defense attorneys) sJ:ressed that race .) 

featured in court :decisionsif there were a very large number of blacks .in 

a g~ven c.ounty. Implicitly arguing.a conflict proposition, these 
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~espondents emphasized that major gove~ental positions were typically 

held by white citizens, "even in predOminantly black counties.. Consciously 

or unconsciously cQncerned about the threat. political or otherwise. posed 

by the black majority, these court authorities saw that the law "came down 

heavy" on black defendaI!.ts. 

Political Characteristics 

" Contrary to expectation, political conservatism does not invariably 

generate more seve,re sentencing outcomes. Rather, as conservatism 
_~ ____ = -=-:..,~.-=---=-______ .... _____ --'-- ~ _ __;:O~-~---_-~-~-~----'--- ~~~- -- -~ ~~ __ _:_:_~_-"-_"~'-,~""'".----'_'_.~--c.-,,-.~--.::~'--~:.....::::.--:-:-::..-

increases,probation and spl.it sentences become longe~ for some offenders. 
i' . 

In contrast, split sentences become less severe and prison .sentences 

shorter. Thus, where imprisonment isa possibility (and hence, by 

extension, where tax ~xpenditures to support prisons increase) judges 

become more lenient if they are sentencing in conservative counties. 

However .bo.th lenij!nce and severity is selective. Lenience is not 

reserved for relatively advantaged or less serious offenders. Indeed, it 

is more often the case that, as counties become more conservative, 

disadvantaged or more serious offenders receive gre:a.ter lenience than" do 

their counterparts. For example, the reductions in split sentence severity 

that accompany strong Wallace support are larger for black, unemployed, 

unmarried, more serious, violent, and previously-incarcerated offenders 

than they are for their counterparts. 

In contrast, severity is often but not always more pronounced for more 

disadvantaged or threatening offenders. For example, the increases in 

split sentences that a,ccompanystrongWallace support are larger for male, 
o 

younger, unemployed, unmarried, and previously-arrested offenders. 

In general, then, conservatism places no group at a consistent 

advantage or disadvantage during sentencing. Blacks are m~re harshly 
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treated'thanwhites when considering probation'sentences, but more 
• I 

leniently treated than whites when considering the sev~rity of split t;l;nd 

" prison ~,antences. Similarly, unmarried offenders exp~rience larger 

increases in the length of split sentences than do their'counterparts. 

when the severity of split and prison sentences are considered, they 

~~:, 
experience more lenience than do their counterp,arts. 

/) 

" 

We could consider political liberalism for only two of the five 

Yet 

sentencing decisions (type of sentence, probation sentence length). For 
__ ~_~. __ ~._. __ .'''_ ", ...... ..:--::..-._ ":;0...0"'-" 0' ;'.""'---:'-,;;;''''-'''---=-::-~':'-' --:o.lj>~, 

the rest, our indicator of liberalism (percent Kennedy vote in 1980) was 

too confounded with urbanization to" disentangle its unique effect. It was 

therefore included as part of the weighted linear composite measure ofll! 

urbanization. 

We found that liberalism results in b~th e,elective lenience' and 

severity. For example, it generates larger reductions itt the risk of 

imprisonment faced by female and white offenders than for male and black 

offenders. Further, it decreases the probation sentences imposed on whiee 
l 

and property offenders, while increa.§ing; the probation sentences imposed on 

black and violent offenders. Taken together, these results suggest that, 

contrary to expe~tation, liberalism 
/, 

I" rather than black, offenders. 
~J 

operates to the advantage of white, 

Some of these results relate to the previous discussion of the 

symbolic uses of particular ~ypes of sentences. Specifically, the fact 
o 

that judges in politically conservative counties were more likely to 

sentence offenders to longer terms of probatioriand split sentences 

indicates that conserVative concerns may be addrepsed by actions that are 
, p 

largely 'intangible. SInce it is unlikely that tWb length of probation 

terms and the related length of the total split J!entences have any tangible 
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effect on crime" more conservative crime control ~oncernswould have to be 

" 

Q eased by symbolic action. This point was stressed repeatedly in interviews 

", and Ii informal conversations, and':' il.lustrates the ramifications of our 

contextual,understanding of the political process of criminal sentencing. 

CrimeChara.cteristics 
i'll,' 

Despite, d~r expectations, we found that.sentencing'is not uniformly 

mOre severe in counties facing serious crime problems. Nor do judges 

c()~s~l:1~~!\t:!Y'~~!!lg!~ q~1: JIloFt!~~tb~~a_~e1;1Ang=9f~;_en_d_e,r.s~~f.o_r -moresev:ere ___ .~ __ 

punishment. Rather, co'!nty crime problems have divergent effects that 

depend on the sentencing decision being considered. Though there are 

exceptions, more serious ~rime problems tend to increase the use of 

imprisonment and the length of split sentences. In con~~~st, they produce 

no clear trend toward longer probation'sentences, more severe split 

sentences, ,or lon$er prison terms. For some offenders, this may be the 

case. For others, more serious crime problems may rasule in shorter 

pi-pbation terms, and less·severe split and prison sentences. 

Thus, ,we cannot conclude that each dimension of the crime problem 

affects sentencing or¢onditions differential treatment in the same way. 
" 

For example, "split and prison terms become less severe for some a/renders 

as counties experience more stranger-stranger and residential IndElxcrime. 

Howeve~, increases in stranger-stranger crime generate larger red~{ctions in 

Ir 0 

split sentence severity forfe~ale than for male offenders • In clrntrast, 

increases ,in residential Index crime generate larger reductions in split . 

sentence severity for male offenders. Similarly, as InciexcrimeJ involving 

II 
strangers become more common, black offenders experience larger JFed~ctions 

::i.I ~ 

than whites in their split sentences. In contrast, as residential Index 

~rimegbe~ome more common, they experience larger increases than do whites. 
\\ 
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I)esp~te this diversity. when taken toge.ther the f~nd~ngs? suggest that 

" ~n the r1fajor~ty o£ ~nstance~" more serious crime problems ope.rate to the 
"/.". .. {' 

d~sadvantage 0'£ mqre thi~atening offenders, in particular, those who are 
" . 

ma,le, black, young, unemployed, unmarried, and. previously arres.ted. This 

trend is the reslllt, of three' patterns of d~ffereritial treatmfmt; (1) more 

pronounced harshness 1: Qward the$e offenders; (2) more lenience toward t1;teir 

counterparts (v~z •• <1emale, wh~te ,older , employed, married, 

never-arrested); or (3j~i harsher treatm~nt~ in conjunct:!lonwith lenient 

treatment of their counterparts. 

Th~s trend is weaker when considering the remaining legally re~evant 
. ,}~~~~~:) 

incaiG'ihatiorl) • Here, some 
'. 

variables (offense seriousness and type,' prior 

dimensions of crime put ~ threaten~ng offenders at an advantage. For 

example, as counties face more resident~al and nighttime Index crime, 

violent "offenders obtain larger redllctions in prison sentences thattdo 

non-violent offenders. Simila,rlY"'Jan increase in nighttime Index crime 

increases the imprisonment r~sk faced by vict~mless offenders, but 

decreasesthatr~skfor violent offenders. 

The mixed patterns noted in analyses~nvolving 9Pj~ct1vemeasures of 
(y 

crime appeared to reflect some substantial skepticism about the validity of 
I' 

formal measures of cr~me. }{..any respondents in interviews qllestioned the 
rl ;. 

accuracy of the Uniform grime Reports and str~ssed that police departments" 

could manipulate cri~e measures for a variety of reasons. Wh'ile no 

resp~ndent specifically accused any department of deliberate distortion, 

/?everal expl8,ined that there "1!3/ substan~ial disagreement about wh,at 
'.' r~;. ~ 

const~tuted a crime, when an .91rrest took place, and when~a ,complai,nt was , J\ 
; seriou~'. ,D~sagreements on t~~Jepoints inevitably contributed to 

o 

unreliable estimates of the actual crime pr()blem of, given jur;lsdi~t~ons. 
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A related but dist~nct att~tude was commonly expressed in,the quote 

"there are lie,s,damn lies, and stat:Lstics." Respondents expressing this 
'.- . 

opinion were. simply ske,ptical about the value of any statist.ical evidence 

and ,appeared to rely on tbeir own estimates and perc;ptionsin measuring 
i' 

the extent of crime in their counties • f) Both of these attitudes, howey-er, 

may help to explain why there was no direct and consistent association 

between cr'i~inal sentencing and obj ective measures of crime. 

Press Coverage of Crime 

Although there are, exceptions, sentences tend to become more severe 

where press coverage of crime is extensive, prominent, and local in focus. 

In contrast, sentences tend to become more lenient where the pt;ess fO.cuses 

on violent crime. However, we found no evidence that disadvantaged or more 

threatening offenders are consistently singl~d out for' harsher treatment:. 

Nor did we discover that advantaged or less, threatening offenders are 

\\' 
singled out for greater lenience. ~s crime problems portrayed by the press 

Q 

become more serious, certain offenders (viz., black, younger, unmarried, 

previously arrested) tend to experience more pronounced harshness or less 

'" lenience than their' counterparts. However, press coverage also works 

consistently to the disadvantage of less threatening offenders as well 

(viz. ,female J . e~ployed, less serious, non-violent). 
c 

For example, as crime 

problem.s portrayed in the press become more serious, females experience 

larger increases in their probation and prison sentences than do males. 

Judges and. other court authorities were parti~ularly critical of the 
o 6 

way newspapers reported crime and criminal court processes. Charging that 

the press focused .on sensational cases and infrequently offered more. than a 

" cursory explanat.ion of complex litigation, these respondents argued that 

press descriptions and stories should be discounted in guaging the 

Q q 
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seriousness of the crime problem in given 'counties. 'Especially critical of 

the press' tendency to focus on violent offenses, court autporities 

complained that newspapers ;;gnored the fact that violent crimes" are 

f il f i d > > "kin or acquaintances. II While typically comm~tted by > amy or r en son " 
)!, 

if :many judges' argued aga~nst pu~f.tive sentences for such offend\!rSbeCause of 

, f d 'ot>hers stress' ed that these;7"junlc cases" the inapplicability 0 eterrence, ;j 

;1, 

shouldn't even be brought to court. Tired, as one judge put it, of 
;! 
;3, 

usupervising barroom brawls'~ 'I many judges were reluctant to ad1vocate severe 
;~ 

sentences for violent offenders other than those who victimi:ze~ strangers 
;'{ 

i£, 
<\ and/or those who were particularly. brutal. 

Less threatening but more common offenses (e.g., burglary) also 

highlighted in press coverage were frequently described as serious by 

judges and district 

to reflect judicial 

atto:r,ney,$., .. In these instances, press coverage appeared 
.~ ~ I 

\ ,; 
perspectiv'~s and, perhaps, public concerns. When 

outliniri'g typical sentences' for such offenders, ,several judges observed 

that they imposed severe terms with deterrent objectives. In one circuit, 

for e~ample,where first-'time burglary defendants were routinely 

incarcerated for three years or more, the district attorney observed that 

" ••• criminals thought twice before committing proper~y offen~es in, (his) 

cl.rcuit ." 

These insights heip illuminate the contradictory patterns observed in 

the analysis of press coverage and sentence severity. -Particular attitudes 

toward violent offenders and specific skepticism about the press' coverage 
~, 

of related crimes help to account for the lenient sentences observed in 

those circuits where the press focuses on violent crimes. The severe 

sentencing that correlated with exten,sive ~ promi~ent ,and local press 

(; 
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coverage may simply reflect judicial objectives in sentencing and judicial 

ranking of offense severity. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

This study of the social contexts of criminal sentencing yielded three 

basic findit;!:gs: (1) some sentencing decisions (e.g., split sentence v. 

simple probation) are easier to understand than others; (2) sentencing 

decisions ,are sharply conditioned by court and,county contexts; and (3) not 

all established hypotheses (e.gt, violent offenders receive more punitive 

sentences) are empirically supported. These results carry substantial 

implicat~onsfor public policy.' Specifically, they speak to issues central 

to substantive criminal law, to trial court processes~ to sentencing 
,,-

reform," to appellate decision-making, and to the symbolic dimensions "of 

political behavior. 
o 

Additionally, they illustrate some of the tensions in 

the relationship between science arid law. 

This analysis illuminated three issues cent::ral to substantive criminal 

These include "the pur~oses of the criminal sanction, questions about 

the proportionality of punishment, and t~ range and extensiveness of 

discr~ti()nary authority specified by sta,tute. 
. \ 

0, 

Questions of sanction purpose are directly relevane to felony 

sent~lncing. Our results speak to this association fDr they demonstrate 
'\ 

that a singular.~ustification leads to greater uniformity and consistency 

in ca$e processing. Consider the analysis of straight prison terms. This 

decisioi).. was the most "rational," i.e. ~ the sentence outcome .with the 
. 0', 

" largest ~~xplained variance (R2) and most affect~d by the" legally relevant 

variable Qfoffense seriousness. (\ c'" 

Site visits suggested ,that judges were 
I). 

generally ',agreed that in' sentencing an offender to prison, they were'~J 

interest,edin protect:(ng society from people who did a fair amount of harm. 

\', 
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,', 
In contrast," sentencing decisionS" tliat lent themselves to more diverse 

justifications, for example~" probation and split sentences, were more 
o 

diffi<;ult to explain. An~iY~:lS yielded lower R2' s, and small effects :E'or 

legally relevant variables. The$e resu:J..ts suggest that a lack of clarity 
c ~ 

,~ ~ , -:' ;; (; " :'} ~ ': 
about. the purpos~s of criminal law mani.f,es~s itself' in less patterned and 

'd 

l,ess consistent decision-making. They imply that ,efforts to resolve the 

tensions of sanct:i,on purpose are, li1l;ely to payoff in more regulari·zed and 

patterned deciSi~ing. Our findings Cllso suggest that philosophical' 

questions carry profound day-to-day implications., ,e n 
" 11 () 

As noted 0earlier in this summary, crimes that could be regard~d as the 
"~y=;~' 

most serious, that; is, violent offenses, were not always coupled with the 
(} (.:; 

most s~yer~ penalties. Fu,~thermore, our study demonstrated that offense 

seriousness played a critical role in most phases of tile sentencing 

'~aecision~ A comparison of these two findings tells us that the criminal 

code is'not internally consistent. Specifically, offense severity does not 

conform to severity of crime type. If it did, we would see similar if,not 

identical effects for the two variables. The fact that; victimless and 

property offenders received longer prison terms than violent offenders 

bears witness to this lack of proportionality. This absence of 

proportional punishment will continue to exace:J:'bate sentencing variations 

and to intensify the likelihood of disparity. Admittedly, it is,difficuld; 

to rank order criminal offenses in a manner that add:resses every COncern 

,and everyvaiue, but some r$1king :ls clearly necessary. Many circuit 

authorities implicitly acknowledged this ,problem when they argued that 

statutory,defin:ltions frequently bore little resemblance to actual 

behavior. Our stu,dy un.;ierscoref! the need: for s~bstantial revision of the 

penal code that would address this problem. 
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As noted earlier, the state criminal code gives courts 's!6bstantial 

discretion in sentencing. For example, a variety of contradictory purposes 

are ascribed for criminal law, ranges in penalties are substantial, and few 

directives guide sentenc:lng decisions. ,While courts were not uniformly 
n 

sentencing defendants of particular social classes more punitively, :In some 

contexts there were striking ranges of disparate treatment based on social 

attributes. These disparities suggest that criminal codes need to be more 

t) 

carefully and thoughtfully drawn and more precise directives given. 

Specifically, the wide range of disparities observed in some instances 

suggest that minimum and ,maximum terms must be restricted. Some discretion 

is necessary. to be sure, but the virtual ambiguity of current terms gives 

courts little direction. Additionally, courts need legislative guidance in 

the use of incarceration. If prison overcrowding continues to affect 

sentencing an,d if concern for crime continues, legislatures have to make 

some judgment on the extensiveness and condition of incarceration in, 

defining criminal penalties. Even if we forsake any interest in achieving 

a substantive goal (e.g., rehabili,tation" deter:J:'ence) and direct all our 

energies to procedural regularity, penal codes must offer courts more in 

the way of direction. 

In addition to impl:lcations for substantive law, our study sheds light 

on trial court processes. It suggests that t~ere is little uniform:tty in 

(~~sentenCing. We found no evidence of systemic bias or prejudice,no 

~f'Jl~idence that al,l senten,cing decisions are guided by the same rationale, 
t'll 7 
~and no evidence that would conclusively rule out the significance of 

personality and,'individual predispositions. Although portions of the 

sentencingoprocess are easier to, understand and particularly susceptible to 
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. legal interpretation, we have no g'rounds for concluding that uniform 

patterns ,whethersalut'aryor unacceptable, exist. 
o 

Our results suggest, then, that there may be little potential in 

definite sentencing. Given the contextual dependence of II sentenciI1gan~ the 
r- .~...::;. . 

decentralized nature of our legal system (a direct consequence of a 
II 

& 

~ardinal constitutionalpZ\inciple, the divis~on of powers), itl is likely 

, that efforts to institute definite sentencirigldth no discretionary 

authority will at the least be resisted 'and at the worst circumvented at 

earlier stages (e.g., art-est, charging). <7 

OU'r results "speak also to the ~i~bility of d'ther sentencin8."refo(~~: 

proposals. Take, for example, guideline and presumptive reform schemes. 
, )- j 

Guidelines have been introduced in som~ courts,and toutedO>as the best way 

to eliminate the unde~irable consequences bf disparate sentencing. Many 

p~oponents argue that they are advantageous because they require no 

revision "of the penal code. because sentencing terms build on previous 

patterns, and because 'both the severity of othe offense and thf~ risk of 

recidivism are entered into the decision calculus. Furthermore. proponents 

argue that they give courts the opportunity to "take tndividual 
p ,'.~ 

characteristics into considera~ion and in the process to build a case law 

that' will gradually set standards for exceptional cases. 'Presumptive 
o . 

sentencing systems are directed to the saine ends as gUideline reforms. 

They differ, however. in t~at they require large scale revision of the 

penal c'ode. do .not build in recidivism predictions; and mayor may not be 

based on past practices. 

Both~guidelines a~dpresumptivesentencing, however, are not designed 

to take· f other potentially consequential h.ctors into consideration (see 

Ragona and Ryan, 1983). Take, for exal!iple, the concern with prison 
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overcrowding that we found in many circuits during site visits. Regardless 

of the restrictions and limited discretion guidelines and presumptlve 
Q] 

'I 

sentencinggiven:\courts, how will organizational factors be taken into 
.,' )! 

consideration? While one might contend, as did one judge, that " 

determinations of space are the responsibility of the cot-rections 

department, it is foolish to think that such hard ~ealities will not affect 

decisions, esp~,cially if judges. continue to consider themselves "realists." 
I, 

Guidelines and presumptive sentencing schemes may be undesirable"if 

they ~re,designed in a way that penalties are based on previous sentences, 

especially if those sentences are in any way biased. Even if there is no 

evidence of systemic bias in sentencing, our study dramatically 

demonstrates that interactive effects may well reveal ineqUitable practices 
"_ " ,,of 0 , ,; 

c.~ 8:ha
c 

procelsses~ More extensive scrutiny of past decisions is necessary" 

then. iflrgUideline or presumptive terms are to be based on them. 

Providing guidelines for non-incarc~rative "penalties poses .even more 

substantial problems than their use in imprisonment decision-making. Our 

study implies that non-incarcerativesentencing decisions are more elusive 

and, perhaps, more susceptible to individual, particularistic, or even 

idiosyncratic factors. Furthermore, the penal code gives courts no 

direction 'in specifying less traditional penalties. Given the problem of 

prison overcrowding and the lack of ",clarity in setting objectives for 

non:-incarcerative penalties, this is a serious omission. One could argue 

that non-incarcerative penalties are not consequential enough to worry 

abf)ut dispa'rate treatment,but probation, fines, and otheralternatiyes to 
" 

incarceration can severely restrict the liberty of offenders and 
( 

substantively matter to victims as well. 
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;701;1: researchcal,.ls into question the viability of an emphasis,~~() 

uniformity ,in sentenciXlg. To be a'ure, judicial discretion needs to be 

directed and statutory'ranges of penaltiesrestricted,butthecontextual 

character of sentencing suggests th~t unifotmity'is net likely. While this 

certainly flies in thefa.ceoi any'deterrent objective for criminal law and 

may even affect respect for" the basic sanction, it must be recognized,. 

especiaily.whenwe structure our expectations for criminal law and our 

standards for justice. While we do not call only for an emphasis on 

procedural regularity, it is possil>le-that concerns about uniformity of 
o 

process and the equal application of law may make the achievement of 

substantive goals very difficult. 

oAdditionally andrelatedly our results caution against exaggerated and 

expansive purposes for criminal law.. Given the .variation. in actual and 

potential impact of. contextual forces, we'DJ.ay be asking too much to set 

myriad objectives ior a law that is applied in very disparate and 

deliberately localized settings. We .need, then, to rethink our 

expectations for criminal law and the price we would be willing to pay for 
(, (, 

!both uniformity and efficiency." These are critical in any consideration of 

sentencing reform. 

One less obvious rejoinder that springs from this analysis is the need 

to make sure that the. law is administered by. good people. While we 

appreciate that people have varying notions of what "good" means, it is' 

important to emphasize thlit the degree to which sentencing decisions are 

affec·ted by idiosyncratic or personality factors is the degree to which the 

power to. sen.tence should be carefully given. The selection,whether by 

election or appointment, of virtuous ,people is 'not the answer to general . 
C) 
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" 
dissat;lsfaction with sentencing, but it mighthelp.achieve the ends of 

justice in specific contextS. 

Of ",particular CQnsequence are the implications of this study for 

appellate decision-making. In some federal circuits, crimtnal defendants 

i! 
have raised issues of fairness that relate djirectly to this inquiry. Take, 

for example, the current deliberations over capital punishment and the 

charges that state sentencing processes 'are ~ncenstitutional. The 
1.1 

McCleskey case (Civ.A. No. C8l-2434A, U.S. nistrict Cour~,N.D.Georgia: 

Atlanta Division,. February 1, 1984) is a good example. In this case, the 

federal districtceurt was .asked to reverse a capital sentence en a variety 

of grounds. Theugh the court did mandate a new sentencing hearing, the 

federal judge responded only to allegatiens of procedural error. In the, 

process, Judge Owen Forrester flatly rejected the defendant's argument that 

sentencing in Georgia's capital cases was discriminatory. The defense 

based its empirical argument, and implicitly its 14th. ,Amendment claim, en a 

study by Baldus and associates (1983). 

OUl,:' results potentially affect appeals of other ~entences in Georgia 

and raise broader questions ef judicial decision-making. The Baldus study 

found empirical evidence o.f indirect racial discrimination, specifically, 

that the race of the victim featured inth~.decision to sentence to death 

and thereby generated a consti'tutionall,.y.suspect penalty. Our analyses 

indicated that in the. absence ef any evidence of systemic bias, 

discrimination can e:ICist and the range of disparate treatment can be 

substantial. Related questions that appellate courts have to deal with are 

fairly substantial. To wha.t extent will they only consider e~idence of 

systemic discrimination in handling individual appeals? Can the defendant 

merelydemenstrate that contextual analysis reveals situations or contexts 
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in which disparate treatment occurs and thathe/sh~wassentenced iIi that 

situation1For example, if one studied our research evidence, it would be 

fair to conc:1ude that there are counties, specifically those with a strong 

black population:, where race does feature in some sentencing decisions. 

Would a defendant have the basis 'to plead discrimination if he Simply 

referred to that finding and favorably compared his situation to the 
, 

context in question? In short, how will appellate courts deal not only 

with evidence: on the systemic character of sentencing processes, but also 

with empirical results that direct attention to particular circumstances 
= 

within a jurisdiction? The district court in McCleskey rejected the 
J) 

defense r s empirical contention and s~'f forth a rather rigorous standard of 
it 

scientific validity. The issue. however, will likely reappear, especially 

as social science refines its understanding of the sentencing process and 
,() 

as it offers more precise and reliable estimates OD the circumstances in 

which social attributes ate likely to enter into the decision calculus. 

Two final, related implications fall from this investigation. 

Briefly, our analysis of split sentencing demonstrates the potential 

significance of symbolic objectives and agendas in criminal law. As our 

research demonstrated, many judges appeared to use that sentencing option 

to "look tough" but to deal with either mitigating circumstanceS, prison 

overcrowding, or personal preferences". I~ considering any reform for 

criminal court processes., then, symbolic objectives lIIUSt be recognized 

because resistance to ch~ge may depend as,lIIuch on the intangible benefits 

of certain procedures as on subs~antive effects. Scheingold (1984) 

certainly demonstrates this for both criminal justice in general and 

sentencing in particular. 
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The f~ral implication h:!.,nges on the relationship between law and 

science. A~" this research illustrates, ~'cience is basically a tentative 

enterprise. Results are described in terms of probability and qualified by 

the nature of the method, the quality of the" data, the rigor of the 
f) 

analytical techniques, and the representativeness of the sample. 

Scientific result;~ do not offer hard ".and fast standards against which 

specific recommendations for change can be conclusively endorsed or 

rejected. Thus, while scientific evidence can be compelling, it is never 

complete. As the previous' discuss.ion of appellate court decision-making . 

implies, the standards of science are quite distinct from those of law. 

Law, by its very nature, is not interested in ambiguity. While there is a 

fair amount of ambiguity in law, particularly the criminal law, legal 
£ 

decisions do not allow for qualifications. Defendants are either g~ilty or 

innocent, convicted felons are either sentenced to prison or not, sentences 

to prison are short or long, depending on one's position and perspective. 

Our study offers some compelling evidence on the importance of 

contextual effects. It demonstrates that sentencing is, indeed, a complex 

process. It does ~ot, however, have the last word. Nor does it have an 

unequivocal word. We deal with the legal subjects, issues, and processes 

in a scientific manner. We must, if we are to address the empirical 

questions upon which the definition and application of law depend. But our 

method fo1;' addreSsing these questions, namely, the scientific tradition. 

does not make marriage between law and science one of convenience, much C\ 

less love. 
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NOTES 

1. Disparity refers to within-group (e.-8., white) differences .in 

treatment. Differential tr~atment or discrimination refers to between-

group (e.g., black vs. white) d:i.fferences in treatment. 

2. The sample was stratified to ensure adequate representation of all 

counties. Sampling percentages (l.,5,10,25,50and 100) were based on 
,I 

the number of offenders sentenced in the county, and decreased as the 

population of convicted offe~ders increased. 

3. Newspaper content analysis had already been completed when the 

Department, of Offender Rehabilitation offered us access to data from 

July 1980 through June 1982. 

4. Regression, rather than ~ogistic, procedures were used for several 

reasons: similarity of results between the two alternatives during 

preliminary analysis; substantially greater expense of using maximum 

5. 

. . . 

likelihood estimation procedures on large samples; and greater ease of 

interpreting interactions obtained by regression analysis. 

Following Belsley et a1. (1980), we considered col1inearity potentially" 

harmful if three criteria were met: (1) the condition index approached 

or exceeded 20; (2) the variance-decomposition proportions for two or 

more coefficients exceeded .5; and (3) one or more. variables implicated 

in:- co1linearity failed to .reach the statistical criterion for 

discussion. 
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